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Abstract— Coding of a color image usually happens in the
YCbCr space so that the rate-distortion optimization is conducted
in this space. Due to the use of a non-unitary matrix in the RGB-
to-YCbCr conversion, an optimal coding performance achieved
in the YCbCr space does not guarantee an optimal quality in
the RGB space, which would impact most display devices that
need RGB signals as the inputs. In this paper, we first study the
relationship between the coding distortions of the compressed
RGB signals and the quantization errors occurred in the coded
YCbCr signals. Then, we design a new quantization scheme
crossing the RGB and YCbCr spaces to achieve a high-quality
color image compression with the YCbCr 4:4:4 format. Although
our proposed quantization takes place in the YCbCr space,
it aims at reducing the coding distortion in the RGB space
as much as possible. Experimental results demonstrate that our
proposed method offers a significant quality gain over the existing
block-based coding methods for various images.

Index Terms— Color image compression, RGB space, YCbCr
space, error compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN CLASSICAL block-based color image compression,
a source RGB image is usually converted to a YCbCr

image to remove the redundancies across three color channels.
Then, some necessary compression operations, including the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantization, and entropy
coding, are performed on the luminance component (Y) and
two chrominance components (Cb and Cr) in the YCbCr space
to perform the compression. Since most display devices only
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accept RGB signals as the inputs, the compressed YCbCr
image needs to be converted back to the RGB space. Accord-
ingly, the compression distortion should be measured in the
RGB space to evaluate the quality of the compressed image.
In practice, minimizing such a distortion requires a design of
a high-efficient compression scheme for the RGB signals [1].

To achieve a high coding efficiency, the spatial down-
sampling is often applied to the chrominance components
before the compression, generating the YCbCr 4:2:0 color
format. This format can improve the coding efficiency by
saving considerable bit-costs, while an image interpolation
is exploited to rebuild each chrominance component with
an acceptable quality after the decompression. Although the
4:2:0 format coding offers a higher compression ratio and is
adopted in most image and video coding standards [2]–[4],
it may cause some extra distortion in the final reconstructed
RGB image [5]. Such a distortion is resulted from the down-
sampling and interpolation of the chrominance components
and it degrades the compressed images, especially at the high
bit-rate. To solve this problem, the YCbCr 4:4:4 coding format,
i.e., without the down-sampling of chrominance components,
is preferred to achieve a high-quality color image compression.
This coding format, which maintains the color fidelity, has
been adopted in H.265/HEVC range extension (HEVC RExt)
for the screen content video coding [6], [7]. Unfortunately,
even if the optimal 4:4:4 YCbCr coding is utilized to compress
the color image, the quality of the output RGB image will still
be degraded by two extra distortions due to the RGB-to-YCbCr
conversion.

One of the distortions is caused by the rounding error [8]
during the RGB-to-YCbCr conversion, and it has been proved
in [9] that this rounding error limits the performance of color
image compression. To avoid this error, people proposed to
compress RGB images without color conversion. In practice,
however, directly coding a RGB image obtains a higher
compression efficiency than the conversion-based method only
at the high bit-rate [10]. In most cases, the color conversion-
based compression still performs better than the RGB space
compression. Another attempt to solve the rounding problem
is to exploit the reversible color transform (RCT) [11], [12]
to implement the color-space conversion where the floating
number based conversion is replaced by an integer based one.

The other distortion comes from the RGB-to-YCbCr
conversion itself. In the classical image coding, the input
image is first divided into image blocks. Then, DCT, scalar
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quantization, and entropy coding are performed sequentially
on each block. To control the distortion and obtain a higher
compression efficiency, a number of advanced techniques
have been developed and used in practice in the past few
years. In addition to those techniques to reduce the coding
artifacts, such as pre/post-filtering [13], deblocking [14], [15],
and denosing [16]–[18], there are several techniques focusing
on the transform, quantization, and entropy coding steps in
the coding procedure. For example, the directional discrete
cosine transforms (DDCT) [19], [20] and some novel unitary
transforms [21], [22] have been proposed to improve the
performance of the transform used in block-based image
coding; some advanced quantizers [23]–[25] are designed
to reduce the quantization distortion; and a more efficient
arithmetic coding [26] is developed to improve the entropy
coding of JPEG. In general, all of these advanced techniques
are proposed to achieve a higher coding efficiency for
luminance and chrominance components in the YCbCr space.
However, an optimal YCbCr coding cannot guarantee an
optimal performance in the RGB space due to the use of a non-
unitary matrix in the RGB-to-YCbCr conversion. A potential
solution to this problem is to design a unitary matrix for the
color space conversion. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to
design such a matrix that also offers a higher compression
ratio compared with the traditional RGB-to-YCbCr conversion
matrix. An alternative solution is to compress the color image
in another space, such as the ICtCp space [27] (which
demonstrates promising results when compressing the high
dynamic range images), rather than the YCbCr space.

Based on the traditional color image coding, especially
the JPEG coding, we propose a novel method to reduce the
distortion in the RGB space by controlling the quantization
error in the YCbCr space. To achieve this goal, we first
perform an analysis on the relationship between the coding
distortions of the compressed RGB signal and the quantization
errors occurred on the coded YCbCr signal. Then, we develop
a sum-of-square-error (SSE) directed quantization (SSEDQ)
to reduce the distortion of the compressed RGB signal. The
proposed SSEDQ, which can be integrated with other tech-
niques to further improve the coding efficiency, is implemented
by performing an error compensation on the transform coeffi-
cients in the YCbCr space.

It is important to notice that this work is different from a
previous work [28]. Firstly, the YCbCr 4:2:0 format is con-
sidered in [28], whereas we focus on the YCbCr 4:4:4 format
in this work so as to achieve a high-quality compression.
Secondly, the error compensation algorithm proposed in [28]
is only applied to the Y component - the interpolation and
compression errors of two chrominance components are com-
pensated to the Y component. In this work, we design the
error compensation algorithm in an iterative way so that the Cb
distortion is firstly compensated to the Cr component and then
the distortions of both chrominance components are jointly
compensated to the Y component. Thirdly, we propose an
advanced quantization strategy based on the adaptive down-
sampling of the Cr component in this work so that we may
achieve a higher coding efficiency as well as a higher color
fidelity for the 4:4:4 format coding.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A review
about the compression distortion in color image coding
is presented in Section II. The SSEDQ algorithm is pro-
posed in Section III. The experimental results are provided
in Section IV and some conclusions are finally drawn in
Section V.

II. COMPRESSION DISTORTION IN COLOR

IMAGE COMPRESSION

A. Compression Distortion in the YCbCr Space

In the YCbCr space, the quantization, which is performed
on the DCT coefficients, causes the degradation on the com-
pressed image. To minimize the degradation, the Lloyd-Max
quantizer [29] is theoretically considered as the optimal quan-
tizer according to the minimum mean-square-error principle.
However, it is seldom adopted in practice because of its signal-
dependent nature.

In a practical lossy image coding, the uniform scalar quanti-
zation is often employed to quantize the transform coefficients.
It has been demonstrated in [30] that such a quantizer offers
an excellent performance as compared to the optimal quantizer
while possessing a much lower complexity. For example,
in the classical JPEG coding [2], the rounding-based uniform
quantization is used to quantize each individual transform
coefficient as

X̂k = round(Xk/Sk) × Sk (1)

where Xk is the transform coefficient, X̂k denotes the quan-
tized coefficient, Sk represents the quantization step-size that
is determined according to the quantization table (defined in
JPEG) and round(·) stands for rounding the corresponding
value to its nearest integer.

The uniform quantizer adopted in the YCbCr image coding
leads to an optimal quantization as well as an optimal com-
pression in the YCbCr space. However, when the quantization
errors are transferred from the YCbCr space to the RGB space,
it becomes more complicated to maintain the optimal per-
formance. Therefore, it is necessary to study the relationship
between the reconstruction error of the RGB signal and the
quantization error of the YCbCr signal.

B. Compression Distortion in the RGB Space

First, the RGB input signal needs to be converted into the
YCbCr signal to remove the redundancies across three color
channels. According to ITU Rec. BT. 709 [31], the color
conversion from the RGB space to the YCbCr space is
represented as⎡
⎣

Y
Cb
Cr

⎤
⎦=

⎡
⎣

0.2126 0.7152 0.0722
−0.1146 −0.3854 0.5000
0.5000 −0.4542 −0.0458

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣

R
G
B

⎤
⎦=�

⎡
⎣

R
G
B

⎤
⎦.

(2)

After that, some necessary coding operations, such as DCT,
quantization, and entropy coding, are performed on the full-
size luminance and chrominance components separately. Here,
the compression efficiency is evaluated by the bit-rate and
PSNR in the YCbCr space. After the compression, the com-
pressed YCbCr signal needs to be converted back to the RGB
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Fig. 1. RGB-YCbCr cross-space distortion for compressed image portion of Parrots. (a) Original image portion. (b) Full-resolution RGB coding (2.15 bpp)
with RGB-space PSNR = 37.11 dB. (c) 4:4:4 YCbCr coding (0.78 bpp) with YCbCr-space PSNR = 37.11 dB and RGB-space PSNR = 32.43 dB. (d) Our
proposed ASSEDQ-based method (0.78 bpp) with YCbCr-space PSNR = 37.85 dB and RGB-space PSNR = 33.62 dB. Please zoom the image portions to
perceive the differences more clearly.

space for display. Therefore, the evaluation of the compression
distortion in the RGB space, which is directly related to the
human visual system (HVS), is very important [32], [33].

For a better illustration of the pros and cons of different
coding approaches, three compressed image portions of the
test image Parrots, produced by different coding methods, are
shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, Fig. 1(b) shows the compression
result obtained by running the 4:4:4 RGB format coding and
the distortion is also measured in the RGB space. This coding
approach maintains the color fidelity well as supported by
the best perceptual quality, but it is seldom used in practice
due to its high bit-cost. On the other hand, Fig. 1(c) presents
the result obtained by carrying out the 4:4:4 YCbCr coding,
where the distortion is measured in both YCbCr and RGB
spaces. After the compression, if the compression distortion
for the result in Fig. 1(c) is measured in the YCbCr space,
the same objective score will be obtained as Fig. 1(b) does
in the RGB space. However, Fig. 1(b) offers a more pleas-
ant perceptual quality while obvious block-artifacts appear
in Fig. 1(c). Meanwhile, if we measure the compression
distortion for the result in Fig. 1(c) in the RGB space, it is
found that the PSNR drops significantly after the YCbCr-
to-RGB conversion. Finally, Fig. 1(d) presents the result
obtained by using our proposed ASSEDQ (advanced SSEDQ
to be described later in Section III-C) based 4:4:4 YCbCr
coding, where the distortion is measured in both YCbCr
space and RGB space. By reducing the distortion in the
RGB space instead of the YCbCr space, we apply our
proposed ASSEDQ in the traditional 4:4:4 YCbCr coding
and obtain an obvious quality gain, both objectively and
subjectively.

According to this example, we may conclude that
measuring the compression distortion in the YCbCr space is
not sufficient enough to guide the design of a high-efficient
color image compression. On the other hand, although the
direct compression in the RGB space achieves a lower color
distortion, the resulted bit-rate is rather high. Based on these
observations, we believe that both high quality and high
efficiency for the color image compression could be achieved
by controlling the RGB-space distortion when performing the
YCbCr-space coding.

TABLE I

MAIN NOTATIONS AND CORRESPONDING EXPLANATIONS

III. PROPOSED SSE-DIRECTED QUANTIZATION

In this section, we first analyze the relationship between the
RGB-space distortion and the YCrCr-space distortion. Then,
based on our analysis, we design a new quantization method
for color image coding. To facilitate the analysis, we list all
notations used in our paper in Table I.

A. Cross-Space Distortion

For simplicity, only the 1-D case is considered in our
analysis, whereas a 2-D block can be mapped into the 1-D case
by concatenating all columns. Let xY be a vector composed
by N luminance (Y) pixels. Then, the transform is performed
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on xY to get the transform coefficient vector XY = CxY .
After that, the quantization is performed on all elements of
XY to obtain the quantized coefficient vector X̂Y . Finally,
the inverse transform is applied to reconstruct all luminance
pixels x̂Y . With �xY = xY − x̂Y and �XY = XY − X̂Y being
the coding errors in the pixel domain and the quantization
errors in the transform domain, respectively, we can obtain
�xY = C−1�XY .

Similarly, for two chrominance components xCb and xCr ,
the relationship between the coding errors in the pixel domain
and the quantization errors in the transform domain can be
formulated as �xCb = C−1�XCb and �xCr = C−1�XCr ,
respectively. Then, we use �xY , �xCb, and �xCr to com-
pose an error vector in the pixel domain as �xY CbCr =
[�xT

Y �xT
Cb �xT

Cr ]T . In the same way, we use �XY ,
�XCb, and �XCr to compose an error vector in the transform
domain as �XY CbCr = [�XT

Y �XT
Cb �XT

Cr ]T . Meanwhile,
we compose an inverse transform matrix H based on C−1 as

H =
⎡
⎣

C−1 0 0
0 C−1 0
0 0 C−1

⎤
⎦. (3)

As a result, the coding error of all luminance and chrominance
pixels is calculated as

�xY CbCr = H�XY CbCr . (4)

After the compression, the compressed YCbCr signal is
converted back to the RGB space. Let �xRk , �xGk and �xBk

denote the distortion on the red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
components of each color pixel, respectively. Meanwhile,
we use �xYk , �xCbk and �xCrk to represent the distortions
on the Y, Cb, and Cr components of each pixel, respectively.
Based on the inverse conversion of (2), we can obtain⎡

⎣
�xRk

�xGk

�xBk

⎤
⎦ = �−1

⎡
⎣

�xYk

�xCbk

�xCrk

⎤
⎦. (5)

Next, we compose N-point distortion errors as �xR =
[�xR0, . . . ,�xRN−1 ]T , �xG = [�xG0, . . . ,�xG N−1 ]T , and
�xB = [�xB0, . . . ,�xBN−1]T . The overall coding error
in the RGB space can be represented as �xRG B =
[�xT

R �xT
G �xT

B]T . Based on (5), the elements in �−1 can
be used to form a 3N × 3N matrix A which makes

�xRG B = A�xY CbCr . (6)

Moreover, A can be represented as

A =
⎡
⎣

A00 A01 A02
A10 A11 A12
A20 A21 A22

⎤
⎦ (7)

where each Am,n(m, n = 0, 1, 2) is an N × N diagonal matrix
composed as

Am,n =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

am,n 0 0 0

0 am,n
. . . 0

0
. . .

. . . 0
0 0 0 am,n

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(8)

and its element am,n is determined according to �−1.

With (6) and (7), we can calculate the SSE distortion of all
pixels in the RGB space (denoted as ERG B) as

ERG B = �xT
RG B�xRG B

= �xT
Y CbCr(A

T A)�xY CbCr . (9)

By substituting (4) into (9), we obtain

ERG B = �XT
Y CbCr(AH)T (AH)�XY CbCr . (10)

By defining W = (AH)T (AH), we can rewrite (10) as

ERG B = �XT
Y CbCrW�XY CbCr . (11)

In particular, W is a 3N × 3N symmetric matrix and can be
represented as

W =
⎡
⎣

W00 W01 W02
W10 W11 W12
W20 W21 W22

⎤
⎦ (12)

where each Wm,n (m, n = 0, 1, 2) is an N×N diagonal matrix.
The composition of W makes it not an identity matrix.

Therefore, based on (11), it is found that the SSE distortion of
the RGB pixels and the quantization errors of the luminance
and chrominance transform coefficients are related via a rather
complicated weighting process. Therefore, even if an optimal
compression is achieved in the YCbCr space, it still cannot
guarantee an optimal performance in the RGB space.

Let �XYk , �XCbk and �XCrk denote the elements of
�XY , �XCb and �XCr , respectively. Based on (12), we can
rewrite (11) as

ERG B =
N−1∑
k=0

(
α

(0)
k (�XYk )

2 + α
(1)
k (�XCbk )

2

+α
(2)
k (�XCrk )

2
)

+
N−1∑
k=0

(
β

(0)
k �XYk �XCbk

+β
(1)
k �XYk �XCrk + β

(2)
k �XCbk�XCrk

)
(13)

where α
( j )
k and β

( j )
k ( j = 0, 1, 2) are determined by the

corresponding elements of W (α( j )
k > 0 and β

( j )
k > 0 for

all k and j ).
In the traditional YCbCr coding, the quantization errors

in the transform domain and the coding errors in the pixel
domain have the same energy, thanks to using the unitary
transform matrix, i.e., DCT, in compression. However, in the
coding scenario considered here, (13) reveals two different
results: (a) the first sum in (13) implies that three individual
quantization errors will be weighted by some coefficients that
may not be equal to 1 and (b) the second sum in (13) implies
that there exist three cross- and weighted-terms. In general,
quantization errors can be positive or negative in a random
fashion. When two quantization errors have different signs,
the resulted cross-term would contribute a reduction to the
coding distortion.

Let Xk represent a single transform coefficient in the
YCbCr space and Xk ∈ {

XYk , XCbk , XCrk

}
, where XYk , XCbk

and XCrk denote the Y, Cb and Cr transform coefficients,
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respectively. For each Xk , we may simply use both flooring-
based and ceiling-based quantizers to quantize it as

X̂k =
⎧⎨
⎩

Q( f loor)
Sk

(Xk) = f loor(Xk/Sk) × Sk

Q(ceil)
Sk

(Xk) = ceil(Xk/Sk) × Sk

(14)

With (14), there exist two corresponding quantization results
for each Xk and it brings 23N combinations to quantize[
XT

Y XT
Cb XT

Cr

]T
. Different combinations will lead to differ-

ent RGB distortions and the minimal one can be found by
trying an exhausted-search on all 23N possible combinations.
Obviously, this search strategy becomes impossible in practical
applications, and therefore it is necessary to find a more
efficient solution to reduce RGB distortion.

B. SSE-Directed Quantization

Based on (13), we propose to jointly control �XYk , �XCbk ,
and �XCrk , as well as �XYk �XCbk , �XYk �XCrk , and
�XCbk�XCrk , so as to reduce ERG B as much as possible.

According to the Cholesky decomposition [34], the sym-
metric matrix W can be factorized as W = DT D, where D is
a 3N × 3N upper triangular matrix

D =
⎡
⎣

D0 D(1) D(2)

0 D(3) D(4)

0 0 D(5)

⎤
⎦ (15)

and each D(n) is an N × N diagonal matrix

D(n) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

d(n)
0,0

. . .

d(n)
N−1,N−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦. (16)

Then, (11) can be rewritten as

ERG B = �XT
Y CbCr(D

T D)�XY CbCr . (17)

If E (k)
Y CbCr is used to represent the SSE distortion of each

independent
{

XYk , XCbk , XCrk

}
, we can obtain

ERG B =
N−1∑
k=0

E (k)
Y CbCr (18)

where

E (k)
Y CbCr = (

d(0)
k,k�XYk +d(1)

k,k�XCbk +d(2)
k,k�XCrk

)2

+(
d(3)

k,k�XCbk + d(4)
k,k�XCrk

)2

+(
d(5)

k,k�XCrk

)2
. (19)

It is seen from (18) that the overall SSE distortion in the RGB
space is determined by the linear combination of E (k)

Y CbCr .
Moever, the minimum ERG B can be achieved by separately
minimizing each E (k)

Y CbCr . However, (19) cannot be minimized
by simply taking partial derivatives on each �XYk , �XCbk ,
and �XCrk .

Based on (19), we can rewrite the second item as

(d(3)
k,k�XCbk + d(4)

k,k�XCrk )
2

= (d(3)
k,k)

2(�XCbk + (d(4)
k,k/d(3)

k,k)�XCrk )
2

= (d(3)
k,k)

2(�XCbk + δCbk )
2

= (d(3)
k,k)

2(XCbk − Q(XCbk ) + δCbk

)2

= (d(3)
k,k)

2((XCbk + δCbk ) − Q(XCbk )
)2 (20)

where Q(·) stands for the quantization carried out on the
transform coefficient and δCbk = (d(4)

k,k/d(3)
k,k)�XCrk . Thus,

no matter how XCrk is quantized, the corresponding quantiza-
tion error produced on it will contribute a compensation term
δCbk to XCbk . As long as this compensation term is added into
XCbk , the quantization on X̃Cbk = XCbk + δCbk will guarantee
to yield an item of (X̃Cbk − Q(X̃Cbk ))

2 = (�X̃Cbk )
2, which

is smaller (statistically) than (�XCbk + δCbk )
2.

After the above compensation, the first item in (19) may be
rewritten as

(d(0)
k,k�XYk + d(1)

k,k�X̃Cbk + d(2)
k,k�XCrk )

2

= (d(0)
k,k)

2(�XYk + (1/d(0)
k,k)(d

(1)
k,k�X̃Cbk + d(2)

k,k�XCrk )
)2

= (d(0)
k,k)

2(�XYk + δYk )
2

= (d(0)
k,k)

2
((

XYk − Q(XYk )
) + δYk

)2

= (d(0)
k,k)

2((XYk + δYk ) − Q(XYk )
)2 (21)

where the compensation term for XYk is calculated as δYk =
(d(1)

k,k�X̃Cbk +d(2)
k,k�XCrk )/d(0)

k,k . Then, the normal quantization
performed on X̃Yk = XYk + δYk will yield an item of

(
X̃Yk −

Q(X̃Yk )
)2 = (�X̃Yk )

2, which is also smaller (statistically) than
(�XYk + δYk )

2. Finally, the new SSE distortion is calculated
as

Ẽ (k)
Y CbCr = (

d(0)
k,k�X̃Yk

)2 + (
d(3)

k,k�X̃Cbk

)2 + (
d(5)

k,k�XCrk

)2
.

(22)

After the error compensation performed on each{
XYk , XCbk

}
, a smaller SSE distortion ẼRG B can be

achieved by combining all Ẽ (k)
Y CbCr together as

ẼRG B =
N−1∑
k=0

(
(d(0)

k,k)
2(�X̃Yk )

2 + (d(3)
k,k)

2(�X̃Cbk )
2

+ (d(5)
k,k)

2(�XCrk )
2). (23)

Obviously, (23) builds up a simple relationship between
the coding distortion of the compressed RGB signal and the
quantization error occurred in the compressed YCbCr signal.
Specifically, the distortion in the RGB space is controlled
by the weighted quantization errors in the YCbCr space.
As a result, a further reduction on the RGB distortion can
be achieved with an advanced design of d(0)

k,k , d(3)
k,k , and d(5)

k,k ,
which can also be used to compose a more efficient color
conversion matrix. We will focus on this in our future work.

The proposed SSEDQ is summarized in Algorithm 1. In 2-D
case, each N × N YCbCr image block is first converted into
a column-vector via concatenating all columns and the 2-D
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed SSEDQ-based color image compression.

Algorithm 1 SSE-Directed Quantization
Loop k = 0 : N-1
Step-1: Calculate the quantization error for XCrk :

�XCrk = XCrk − Q(XCrk );
Calculate the compensation term for XCbk :
δCbk = (d(4)

k,k/d(3)
k,k)�XCrk ;

Step-2: Renew XCbk : X̃Cbk = XCbk + δCbk ;
Quantize X̃Cbk : Q(X̃Cbk );
Calculate the quantization error for XCbk :
�X̃Cbk = XCbk − Q(X̃Cbk );
Calculate the compensation term for Yk :
δYk = (d(1)

k,k�X̃Cbk + d(2)
k,k�XCrk )/d(0)

k,k ;
Step-3: Renew XYk : X̃Yk = XYk + δYk ;

Quantize X̃Yk : Q(X̃Yk ).
End Loop

separable transform is converted into a 1-D transform via the
Kronecker-product. Then, the proposed SSEDQ algorithm can
be carried out. The framework of our SSEDQ-based color
image compression is shown in Fig. 2 and an example of
processing a 4×4 image block taken from the test image Lena
is presented in Fig. 3 to show how SSEDQ works, where the
quantization is performed as Q(Xk) = round(Xk/10) × 10.
Note that all extra computations to implement SSEDQ are
required only at the encoder side, whereas the decoder does
not need any extra computations.

C. Advanced SSE-Directed Quantization

In the above error compensation procedure, two
compensation terms, i.e., δCbk and δYk , are added to
XCbk and XYk , respectively. Once the compensation happens,
a big compensation term has two-fold impact: 1) a smaller
SSE distortion could be achieved on one hand and 2) a bigger
bit-count would be yielded on the other hand. To effectively
control the increment of the bit-count in the SSEDQ-based
coding, the Cr component is sub-sampled before the com-
pression and the image interpolation is used to reconstruct the

complete Cr component when the decompression is performed.
Meanwhile, the resolutions of both Y and Cb components are
kept unchanged. With the down-sampling and interpolation
performed on the Cr component, we develop an advanced
SSEDQ-based coding method to compress color images.

According to Algorithm 1, we calculate δCbk based on the
quantization error of XCrk . In fact, any distortion occurred
on XCrk can be used to calculate δCbk . Let BCr represent
the macro-block of the Cr component and bCr denote the
sub-sampled block for BCr . After the compression on bCr ,
we can obtain the compressed block b̂Cr and interpolate it to
compose a full-size macro-block, denoted as B̂Cr . In this work,
the Cr component is sub-sampled along both the horizontal and
vertical directions by a factor of 2 and the bicubic interpolation
is used to reconstruct the complete Cr component.

After the above down-sampling based compression on the
Cr component, it is found that both the interpolation error and
the quantization error occurred on BCr should be included in
our proposed error compensation algorithm to calculate δCbk .
To this end, B̂Cr will be firstly divided into several sub-blocks,
and then the 2-D DCT is performed on each sub-block to
obtain the degraded Cr coefficients. After that, each degraded
Cr coefficient is used to replace the corresponding Q(XCrk )
in Algorithm 1, to calculate the compensation term for both
the Y and Cb components.

Due to the use of image interpolation in the compression of
Cr component, the overall compression efficiency for the RGB
image will be limited, especially at the high bit-rate. To solve
this problem, the above modified SSEDQ-based coding will
collaborate with the previous one as two candidate coding
modes for each RGB macro-block, which leads to an advanced
SSEDQ (ASSEDQ) based coding. In this coding scheme,
a simple but efficient rate distortion optimization (RDO)
procedure is used to determine which coding mode is selected.
Specifically, these two coding modes are competing with
each other and the winner will be selected to compress the
current macro-block according to the product of mean-square-
error (MSE) and the bit-count of it. Besides, the ASSEDQ-
based coding needs 1 overhead bit to represent the mode
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Fig. 3. Example of a 4 × 4 image block picked up from the test image Lena.

Fig. 4. Advanced SSEDQ-based color image compression.

information for each macro-block. When the decoding is
carried out, the interpolation is required to reconstruct the Cr
macro-block. The framework of our proposed ASSEDQ-based
color image compression is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We verify the effectiveness of our proposed SSE-directed
quantization by integrating it into the JPEG coding (the most
popular image compression scheme [35]), the RCT-based
coding [36] and the ICtCp-based coding [27], respectively,
to compress color images. The simulations are performed on
some classical images, including three popular images (Lena,

Airplane, and Splash), three natural images (Caps, Parrots, and
Butterfly), and three screen content images, as shown in Fig. 5.
Here, the image block size is fixed at 8×8 and the macro-block
size is specified to 16 × 16 for the compression.

A. Effectiveness of the Error Compensation

According to (20) and (21), the error compensation hap-
pened on the Y and Cb components aims at reducing ERG B .
To verify the effectiveness of this compensation process,
we calculate the number of Y or Cb coefficients that are altered
by the error compensation for all test images. Specifically,
we integrate SSEDQ in JPEG and the percentages of the
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Fig. 5. Test images: Lena, Airplane, Splash, Caps, Parrots, Butterfly, Screenimg_1, Screenimg_2 and Screenimg_3.

Fig. 6. R-D performances for test images when applying SSEDQ and ASSEDQ to the JPEG coding.

altered Y and Cb coefficients are presented in Table II,
where two quantization quality factors (QF) (50 and 70)
are tested. It can be seen from Table II that the number
of altered Y coefficients is larger as compared to the Cb
coefficients. This is due to the fact that the distortions of
both Cb and Cr coefficients are employed to reduce the
distortions of the Y coefficients, whereas only the quanti-
zation errors of the Cr coefficients are used to reduce the
distortions of the Cb coefficients. Meanwhile, we observe
that more Y and Cb coefficients have been changed by the
error compensation when QF increases. Besides, one can
find that, for the same QF, more Y and Cb coefficients
have been altered in the screen content images. In summary,
although the percentages of altered Y and Cb coefficients
are rather small (as indicated by Table II), once a change
happens, it will cause significant changes to the de-quantized
coefficients and the accumulation of all of these changes
potentially makes a considerable reduction for the overall SSE
distortion.

B. Effectiveness of the SSE-Directed Quantization

We integrate both SSEDQ and ASSEDQ into three classical
compression methods, including the JPEG baseline coding,

TABLE II

PERCENTAGE (%) OF ALTERED COEFFICIENTS IN SSEDQ-BASED CODING

the RCT-based coding and the ICtCp-based coding, respec-
tively. Then, we build up six new compression methods: the
SSEDQ-based, the ASSEDQ-based, the SSEDQ+RCT-based,
the ASSEDQ+RCT-based, the SSEDQ+ICtCp-based, and
the ASSEDQ+RCT-based coding methods. All compression
methods are performed on the test images to verify the effec-
tiveness of SSEDQ and ASSEDQ. The rate-distortion (R-D)
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Fig. 7. R-D performances for test images when applying SSEDQ and ASSEDQ to the RCT-based coding.

TABLE III

BD-RATE SAVINGS (%) COMPARED WITH JPEG

results for this verification are presented in Figs. 6−8, where
the PSNR over three color channels is adopted as the distortion
metric.

One can see from Figs. 6−8 that integrating ASSEDQ in
the classical compression methods have significantly improved
their coding performances for all test images. In our proposed
ASSEDQ algorithm, the spatial down-sampling and error
compensation are used to control the bit-rate and the overall
distortion, respectively, and the final RDO procedure deter-
mines the most efficient coding mode. As a result, a significant
performance gain has been achieved.

On the other hand, applying SSEDQ to three classical
methods introduces more gains on images Lena, Airplane,
Splash and three screen content images than Caps, Parrots and
Butterfly. This phenomenon exists because larger percentages

of altered Y and Cb coefficients are yielded in the former six
images - referring to Table II.

C. Comparisons With Various Methods

According to the results shown in Figs. 6−8, one can find
that the RCT-based coding outperforms JPEG for all test
images. However, the ICtCp-based coding cannot guarantee
a high compression efficiency all the time, as proved by the
limited R-D performances at the high bit-rate for most natural
images. Besides, it is seen from Fig. 6 that the SSEDQ-
based and ASSEDQ-based coding methods outperform the
RCT-based method for all natural images. Then, the ASSEDQ-
based coding also performs better than the ICtCp-based
method for these images. On the other hand, both proposed
coding methods offer competitive performances compared
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Fig. 8. R-D performances for test images when applying SSEDQ and ASSEDQ to the ICtCp-based coding.

Fig. 9. Averaged MOS for different compression methods.

with the RCT-based and ICtCp-based methods for the last two
screen images. Note that the SSEDQ-based and ASSEDQ-
based methods are employing the JPEG baseline coding as
the basis. After we integrate SSEDQ and ASSEDQ into the
RCT-based and ICtCp-based coding methods, the significant
gains have been achieved, as demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8.
Moreover, according to the results shown in Figs. 6−8, it is
found that integrating SSEDQ and ASSEDQ in either the
RCT-based coding or the ICtCp-based coding can achieves
a more consistent gain (on average) than integrating them
in JPEG.

Next, the BD-rate [37] savings of various compression
methods are presented in Table III, where PSNR is adopted
as the distortion metric, and two SSEDQ-integrated and two
ASSEDQ-integrated methods are included in this compar-
ison. Moreover, the just-noticeable difference (JND) based
method [25] is also included to make a comparison. It is

found from Table III that the ASSEDQ+RCT-based method
and the ASSEDQ+ICtCp-based method perform better than
other methods for most test images.

To conduct a more comprehensive evaluation on the
performances of different methods, the perceptual distortion
specified by the mean opinion score (MOS) [38] is adopted in
this work. The absolute category rating scale is used to evalu-
ate the distortion, where 5 ITU labels (bad, poor, fair, good and
excellent) are mapped to 5 numbers between 1 and 5.
Specifically, when we compress the same image with
different methods, “Excellent” means the best visual quality
for a resulted image and “Bad” indicates the worst visual
quality for a compressed image. For fair comparisons,
we invite 25 participants to evaluate the visual qualities of
the resulted images compressed at the same bit-rate but with
different methods. The evaluation results for three coding
scenarios, i.e., coding with the low, middle and high bit-rates,
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Fig. 10. Image portions of Lena (1.15 bpp): (a) JPEG coding, (b) RCT-based coding, (c) ICtCp-based coding, (d) JND-based coding, (e) SSEDQ+RCT-based
coding, (f) SSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding, (g) ASSEDQ+RCT-based coding, and (h) ASSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding.

Fig. 11. Image portions of Caps (0.60 bpp): (a) JPEG coding, (b) RCT-based coding, (c) ICtCp-based coding, (d) JND-based coding, (e) SSEDQ+RCT-based
coding, (f) SSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding, (g) ASSEDQ+RCT-based coding, and (h) ASSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding.

Fig. 12. Image portions of Screenimage_1 (1.71 bpp): (a) JPEG coding, (b) RCT-based coding, (c) ICtCp-based coding, (d) JND-based coding,
(e) SSEDQ+RCT-based coding, (f) SSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding, (g) ASSEDQ+RCT-based coding, and (h) ASSEDQ+ICtCp-based coding.

respectively, are presented in Fig. 9. One can see from
Fig. 9 that the compression images obtained by using the
ASSEDQ-integrated methods and the JND-based method are
more favored by the invited viewers in all coding scenarios.
Moreover, the ASSEDQ+ICtCp-based method gets the highest
MOS value compared with other methods.

We further perform a perceptual comparison for var-
ious methods by presenting some portions of the com-
pressed images in Figs. 10−12. According to these results,
when applied to the RCT-based and the ICtCp-based coding
schemes, the SSE-directed algorithm, especially ASSEDQ, can
improve the perceptual qualities of the compressed images by
removing some unpleasant artifacts.

D. Discussion About the Computational Complexity
In Algorithm 1, d(4)

k,k/d(3)
k,k , d(1)

k,k/d(0)
k,k , and d(2)

k,k/d(0)
k,k are pre-

computed and thus fixed for the given transform matrix, which
means that they do not contribute any additional computations
during the coding process. The extra computations only come
from the calculation of all compensation terms and adding
them to Cb and Y components. Specifically, according to the
first and second steps of Algorithm 1, we need 2 additions and
1 multiplication to implement the compensation for one Cr
component. Then, we need 3 additions and 2 multiplications
to make the compensation on one Y component. Therefore,
our analysis reveals that these extra computations include 5N2

additions and 3N2 multiplications for an N × N color block.
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TABLE IV

TIME INCREMENT (%) COMPARED WITH JPEG CODING

It is important to note that the extra computations to
implement Algorithm 1 are only needed at the encoder side.
Therefore, when SSEDQ is integrated in the traditional coding
scheme, the decoder does not need any extra computations.
On the other hand, if ASSEDQ is applied to the color image
compression, the image interpolation performed on the Cr
component introduces the additional calculations at both the
encoder side and the decoder side. Meanwhile, the RDO-
based mode determination occurred at the encoder side also
contributes some extra calculations. In fact, it needs 8N2 +
(4N2 − 1) additions and 4N2 multiplications to calculate
the MSE distortion of each coding mode for an 2N × 2N
Cr macro-block. Moreover, 1 multiplication is required to
produce the product of MSE and the bit-count for the final
determination. In addition, the bicubic interpolation adopted
in our work also causes the extra computations at both the
encoder side and the decoder side. For an down-sized N × N
Cr block, the complexity of the bicubic interpolation is O(N2).
Based on the above discussions, we can conclude that the
complexity of either SSEDQ or ASSEDQ is O(N2).

Compared with the JPEG coding, the increased running
time spent by using our proposed SSEDQ-based, ASSEDQ-
based and the JND-based methods is presented in Table IV,
where QF is specified to 50. Due to just adopting the new
color transforms in the JPEG coding, the RCT-based and
ICtCp-based coding methods do not cause any additional
computations and the evaluation for their complexities are
not included in this work. According to the results presented
in Table IV, running the JND-based method costs much more
time than applying both SSEDQ and ASSEDQ to compress
color images. On the other hand, the increased time caused by
employing either the SSEDQ-based method or the ASSEDQ-
based method to compress images is still acceptable, which
makes both methods very useful in practical applications.

E. Integration in H.265/HEVC

Our proposed SSEDQ algorithm may be integrated into
any block-based coding schemes. This makes it suitable to
practical applications. Meanwhile, it is flexible to perform
the error compensation on any combination of luminance
and chrominance components. For example, in H.265/HEVC,
the compression strategy performed on Y component deter-
mines the compression procedure on Cb and Cr components.

TABLE V

BD-RATE REDUCTION (%) COMPARED WITH HEVC REXT

Therefore, we choose to keep the coding of Y component
unchanged but only compensate the quantization errors on Cb
and Cr components. To achieve this goal, a simple swapping
of the corresponding columns of �−1 is needed to adapt to the
components involved in SSEDQ. However, the ASSEDQ algo-
rithm is not preferred to be integrated into the H.265/HEVC
coding, because performing the spatial down-sampling on the
Y component usually causes an unexpected overall distortion
and the compression performance will be degraded.

We integrate our proposed SSEDQ into the HEVC RExt [6]
and one simplification has been made in it, i.e., only the
8 × 8 block-size is enabled. The comparison result in terms of
BD-rate reduction has been presented in Table V. One can see
from Table V that up to 8.19% BD-rate reduction over HEVC
RExt has been achieved by using the SSEDQ algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

This work has identified a new error source in the cod-
ing of color images that is associated with the use of a
non-unitary matrix during the RGB-to-YCbCr conversion.
To achieve a high compression quality as well as a high
compression efficiency, we have proposed an SSE-directed
quantization algorithm and applied it to the coding of color
images. The proposed new quantization algorithm is designed
to minimize the coding distortion in the RGB space rather
than in the YCbCr space. It is implemented via an error
compensation to reduce the distortion resulted from either the
quantization or the interpolation. Adopting the proposed quan-
tization to the color image compression offers a remarkable
performance improvement compared with the state-of-the-art
methods.
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